Changes in intelligence following temporal lobectomy: relationship to EEG activity, seizure relief, and pathology.
Pre- and posttemporal lobectomy measures of intelligence and memory in 36 patients with medically refractory complex partial seizures were compared with (1) various aspects of presurgical ictal and interictal EEG activity derived from surface and deep electrodes, (2) postlobectomy seizure relief, and (3) pathological findings in the resected lobe. With respect to interictal EEG data, bilaterally synchronous surface spikes (accompanied or unaccompanied by simultaneous deep spikes) and sharp waves were significantly correlated with lower prelobectomy intelligence scores and a drop in these scores following lobectomy. With respect to ictal EEG data, bilaterally synchronous and multifocal onsets were significantly correlated with a postlobectomy drop in intelligence scores. Patients with poor postlobectomy seizure relief tended to have lower presurgical intelligence scores and a drop in intelligence scores following lobectomy. The patients most likely to show a postlobectomy drop in intelligence were those demonstrating some combination of poor seizure relief, an absence of pathology in the resected specimen, or EEG signs indicative of poor seizure relief. Postlobectomy changes in intellectual status are therefore not necessarily exclusively attributable to the amount of postlobectomy seizure relief experienced by these patients, but might be due to a combination of factors.